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POST MOLD COOLING APPARATUS AND METHOD HAVING ROTATIONAL AND TRANSVERSE

MOVEMENT

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for

cooling molded plastic articles after molding is finished. In

particular, the present invention relates to method and

apparatus for a post mold cooling device having at
least two opposed faces. The method and apparatus are

particularly well suited for cooling injection molded

thermoplastic polyester polymer materials such as polyethylene

terephthalate preforms.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A variety of post mold cooling methods are currently employed

on injection molding machines an Index machine platform)

in various sequences to optimize the cooling of freshly molded
plastic parts. Some parts (for example plastic preforms) are

typically injection-molded using PET resin, and can have wall

thicknesses varying from about 2.00 mm to greater than 4.00 mm,

and consequently require extended cooling periods to solidify

into substantially defect-free parts. Heavy walled parts
(such as those made from a material that has a high resistance

to thermal heat transfer, like plastic resin) can exhibit
"reheating" phenomena that can produce defective parts after
they have been ejected from the mold.

In the case of PET preforms some of these manufacturing defects

are:

Crystallinity: The resin recrystallizes due to the elevated

temperature of the core resin not cooling quickly enough.
The white appearance of the crystals impairs the clarity of

the final product and provides -an area of potentially

weakness in a resultant blown product.

Surface blemishes: The ejected performs, initially having

solidified surfaces are reheated by the core material which

causes the surface to soften and be easily marked.

Sometimes this surface reheating can be severe enough to

1
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cause touching parts to weld together.

Geometric inaccuracies: Handling partly-cooled performs or

attempting to further cool them in devices that do not

maintain their geometric shape while their surfaces are

reheated can cause the preform's round diameter to become

oval shaped or the smooth surface to become wrinkled or non-

linear.

The above-noted problems could be alleviated somewhat by

extending the cooling time of the injection molded performs in

their mold. However, this will cause the injection molding

cycle to be lengthy, typically 25 seconds or longer, wherein

the majority of this time was used solely for cooling purposes.

In an effort to improve the production efficiency of this

process, several techniques are employed to perform a post mold

cooling function, wherein partially cooled preforms are ejected

from the injection mold after an initially cooled surface skin

has formed to allow the part to be ejected without deformation.

The partially cooled preforms are then handed off to a

downstream device that continues to hold the preform while

removing the remaining heat so that the preform can

subsequently be handled without damage. Typically, the preform

surface temperature needs to be lowered to about 700C to ensure

safe handling.

The early ejection of partially cooled preforms released the

injection molding equipment earlier in the molding cycle,

thereby significantly improving the production efficiency of

the equipment. Injection molding cycle times typically were

halved from 25 seconds to about 12 seconds or less in some

instances depending on the preform design being molded.

Some examples of post mold cooling technology are shown in U.S.

Patent Nos.: 4,729,732; Re. 33,237; 5,447,426; and 6,171,541.

Another approach to extending the cooling time for preforms is

to utilize a turret molding machine in which more than one set

of injection molding cores are employed. An example is the

Index machine, shown in U.S. Patent Nos.: 5,728,409; 5,830,404;
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5,750,162; and 5,817,345, which disclose using a turret block

having four faces and four core sets that are sequentially

mated with one cavity set to hold the injection mold preforms.

Preforms molded on this kind of equipment can be produced in

molding cycle times of typically 10-13 seconds.

In Index machines with fewer core side tooling sets employed,

additional post mold cooling devices are used to complete the

preform cooling and maintain cycle time benefits. Examples of

Index machines with post mold cooling devices are shown in U.S.

Patent Nos.: 6,059,557; 6,123,538; 6,143,225; and 6,113,834.

One technique for improving the rate of heat transfer from a

cooling preform is to pressurize its interior volume while

cooling it in a cavity. This method helps keep the preform's

exterior surface in contact with the cooling, cavity surface,

and counters the shrinkage of the preform that tends to

separate the two surfaces. This allows good heat transfer to

be maintained. Examples of pressurized preform cooling are

shown in U.S. Patent Nos.: 4,950,152; and 5,679,306, and in EP

0 900 135.

U.S. Patent No. 6,113,834 to Kozai discloses a post mold

cooling device (PMC) that unloads preforms from an Index

preform molding machine into cooling tubes. Figures 8-14

disclose mounting multiple sets of tubes on a single plate so

that multiple molding sets of preforms can be cooled by the

tubes during several injection molding cycles, thereby

extending the cooling time of each preform during its stay in

the PMC device. This patent also discloses blowing a cooling

fluid from the PMC device onto the exposed gate area of the

freshly molded preforms while they are still on the injection

molding cores prior to their transfer to the PMC device.

However, this post mold cooling technique is somewhat limited

by the absence of a more efficient means to cool the interior

of the preform. Also,' there is no means for efficiently

translating the turret to access the various sets of cooling

tubes.

Therefore, there is a need for a post-mold cooling method and



apparatus, which provides rapid, efficient cooling while further reducing the molding

0 cycle time to further decrease the cost of producing molded plastic pieces.O
0 It is the object of the present invention to substantially overcome or at least

ameliorate one or more of the disadvantages of the prior art or to meet the above need.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, in a first aspect, the present invention provides a cooling apparatus

for cooling a plurality of plastic articles formed in respective molds of an injection

00
loadable into the apparatus from a fixed registration position for each mold, the apparatus

Scomprising:

a) a rotatable cooling turret block having an axis of rotation and at least:

i) a first plurality of cooling structures configured to hold, in use,

a first plurality of molded articles formed in a first molding cycle; and

ii) a second plurality of cooling structures configured to hold, in

use, a second plurality of molded plastic articles formed in a different molding cycle to

the first molding cycle;

b) a drive apparatus coupled to the rotatable cooling turret block to cause,

in use, the rotatable cooling turret block to rotate about the axis of rotation, the drive

apparatus further configured to cause linear displacement of the rotatable cooling turret

block in a direction substantially parallel to the axis of rotation, whereby the linear

displacement causes the first plurality of cooling structures and then the second plurality

of cooling structures to be presentable to and aligned with the fixed registration position

for receipt, in use, of molded articles thereinto.

In a further aspect, the present invention provides an injection molding machine,

comprising:

in use, a mold cavity half having a plurality of mold cavities;

in use, a mold core half having a plurality of mold cores corresponding to said

plurality of mold cavities;

mold movement structure for causing relative movement between said mold

cavity half and said mold core half to cause a plurality of molded articles to be extracted

from said plurality of mold cavities during each of a plurality of mold cycles;

a cooling device movable with respect to said mold core half and having a

plurality of cooling tubes to hold the plurality of molded articles extracted from said

plurality of mold cavities; and

4
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drive apparatus coupled to said cooling device and configured to provide rotatary

O and axial movement of said cooling device to maintain the plurality of molded articles in

Nsaid plurality of cooling tubes for a time period exceeding two of the mold cycles.

CIn a further aspect, the present invention provides a drive apparatus for use in

moving a cooling apparatus relative to an injection molding machine portion of an

injection molding machine, said drive comprising:

linear movement structure configured to cause the cooling turret and the plastic

injection molding machine portion to move relatively toward and away from each other;

00 rotary movement structure configured to cause relative rotational movement
00

between the cooling turret and the plastic injection molding machine portion; and

axial movement structure configured to cause relative axial movement between

Othe cooling turret and the plastic injection molding machine portion.

In a further aspect, the present invention provides cooling apparatus for use in an

injection molding machine having a plurality of mold cores disposed in at least one row,

said cooling apparatus comprising:

a post mold cooling device moveable with respect to the plurality of mold cores;

a rotatable cooling turret coupled to said post mold cooling device and having

two faces, each face having at least first and second rows of cooling tubes;

a cooling station coupled to said post mold cooling device and having a plurality

of cooling probes configured to project a cooling fluid to an interior of molded articles

inside both the first and second rows of cooling tubes of one of the faces of said cooling

turret; and

a drive apparatus;

said drive apparatus including a first movement structure configured to cause

said post mold cooling device to move toward and away from the plurality of mold cores;

said drive apparatus including a second movement structure configured to cause

said cooling station to move toward and away from said cooling turret;

said drive apparatus including a third movement structure configured to cause

said cooling turret to rotate to alternately present the first and second cooling turret faces

to said cooling station; and

said drive apparatus including a fourth movement structure configured to cause

said cooling turret to move axially with respect to its axis of rotation to alternately present

the first row of cooling tubes and then the second rows of cooling tubes of a cooling turret

face to the row of mold cores.

[R\LIBLL]18561 .doc byz



In a further aspect, the present invention provides a method of moving a drive

apparatus coupled to a cooling apparatus for receiving and cooling a row of molded

ri articles in a cooling apparatus of an injection molding machine, comprising the steps of:

transferring the row of molded articles to a first row of cooling tubes disposed on

s a cooling apparatus;

Csaid drive apparatus providing rotary movement to said cooling apparatus for

moving said articles between stations; and

said drive apparatus providing axial movement to said cooling apparatus for

00 positioning said cooling apparatus for receiving another row of said articles.
00

Cc BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Exemplary embodiments of the present invention will now be described with

reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

Fig 1 is a schematic side view of the clamp half of an Index preform molding

machine including a PMC device according to a preferred embodiment of the present

invention.

Fig 2 is a schematic front view of the PMC device of Fig 1 prior to unloading

and insertion of a CoolJetTM/Supercool device.

Fig 3 is a schematic front view of the PMC device of Fig 1

6
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unloading selected parts and with the CoolJetTm/Supercool

device in conditioning position.

Fig. 4 is a schematic front view of the PMC device of Fig. 1

immediately prior to loading freshly molded preforms into the

vacated cooling tubes, showing the transverse motion during

rotation of the block.

Fig. 5 is a schematic front view of the PMC device of Fig. 4

immediately after loading preforms into the vacated tubes, and

shows opposed transverse motion during rotation of the block.

Fig. 6 is a schematic front view of the PMC device prior to

unloading and insertion of the CoolJetT /Supercool device.

Fig. 7 is a schematic front view of the PMC device unloading

selected parts and with the CoolJetT/Supercool device in

conditioning position.

Fig. 8 is a schematic front view of the PMC device immediately

prior to- loading freshly molded preforms into the vacated

cooling tubes.

Fig. 9 is a schematic side view of the PMC device prior to

unloading and insertion of the CoolJetT /Supercool device.

Fig. 10 is a schematic side view of the PMC device immediately

after loading preforms into the vacated tubes.

Fig. 11 is a sequence chart showing a complete molding and PMC

cooling sequence for one set of preforms.

Figs. 12a-12y comprise a series of schematic representations of

the position of the PMC block for its complete cycle.

Fig. 13 is a schematic side view of an alternate embodiment of

the PMC device showing three faces.

Fig. 14 is a schematic side view of a further alternate

embodiment of the PMC device without a cooling station or
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blower.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT(S)

1. Introduction

The present invention will now be described with respect to

several embodiments in which an Index plastic injection molding

machine uses a (preferably rotating) take out turret to extract

plastic preforms from a molding unit, and sequentially to move

these preforms to a cooling station. Preferably, the cooling

station comprises a so-called CoolJetTM device in which a

cooling pin is inserted into each preform, cooling air is

injected to the interior tip of the preform, and the cooling

air flows down the inside surface of the preform to the

outside. The cooling station may also comprise a so-called

SuperCool device in which a cooling pin is inserted into each

preform, each preform is pressure-sealed, and cooling air is

injected into the interior of the preform. The pressure causes

the outside walls of the preform to contact the inside walls of

the take out cavity, thus effecting cooling on both the inside

and outside surfaces of the preform. The cooling station may

also comprise a combination of CoolJetTM and SuperCool devices

and/or equivalent structures. Nevertheless, it should be

understood that the teachings and claims of the subject

invention are equally applicable to other molding processes

used for producing other relatively thick-walled hollow

articles. For example, the present invention will find

applicability in many molding technologies beyond injected-

molded plastic preforms, such as the molding of containers,

pails, trays, paint cans, tote boxes, and similar products, or

other molded products possibly with non-circular cross-

sectional shapes, etc.

2. The Structure

Figure 1 shows the clamp half of an Index preform molding

machine 1 comprising the stationary platen 10 and a rotating

turret block assembly 11. The turret block assembly 11 is

mounted on journals and is typically carried by two carriers 12

which are releasably connected to the stationary platen 10 by

tiebars 13. The ends of the tiebars are releasably connected.
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to clamping piston assemblies 14 mounted to the stationary

platen 10. The carriers 12 are guided and slide on linear

bearings 15 attached to the machine base 16. The carriers 12

and the molding turret block assembly 11 are moved toward and

away from the stationary platen 10 by well-known drive means

(not shown). Preform mold half 91 (comprising a hot runner and

mold cavities) is mounted to the stationary platen 10 and

sequentially engages one or more mold cold halves 17a and 17b

that are mounted to the opposed faces of the molding turret

block assembly 11. When the mold halves are separated by

moving the carriers away from the stationary platen, the

molding turret block assembly 11 and the attached mold cold

halves 17 can be rotated, for example, by a servo motor 18 via

a drive belt 19 and a pulley 20. An injection unit 21 supplies

melted resin for injection into the mold.

A post mold cooling (PMC) device or assembly 30 includes a

second pair of carriers 31a and 31b that also are guided and

slide on linear bearings 15 attached to the machine base 16. A

cooling turret block 32 is mounted between the carriers 31a and

31b, and is rotatable therebetween. The PMC device 30 is

movable along the machine base typically through us of a motor

drive 90 and a belt 33 such that the assembly can move toward

or away from the molding turret block assembly 11.

Figure 2 shows a front view of the PMC device in its unloading

orientation. The cooling turret block 32 is carried on linear

bearings 34a and 34b and 35 such that it can move transversely

along its axis of rotation or substantially parallel to its

axis of rotation between the carriers 31a and 31b. This motion

may be caused by a cylinder 36 that is mounted on the cooling

turret block' 32. A cylinder rod 37 is attached to a bearing

arm 38 that also carries part of the linear bearing assemblies

34a and 34b. The bearing arm 38 is journaled in the carrier

31a, and is attached via a gearbox 39 to a servo drive motor 

that causes the arm 38 and the cooling turret block assembly 32

to rotate. The opposed end of the cooling turret block 32 is

supported by a rotary services union 41 that is itself

supported on a bearing assembly 35 such that the transverse

motion of the cooling turret block 32 is guided along the
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bearing 35 to an outboard position shown in Figure 4. The

amount of this motion is determined by the pitch between the

multiple rows of cooling tubes mounted on the PMC mounting

plates, to be described below.

The rotary services union 41 provides a rotary connection for

pneumatic, hydraulic, cooling fluid, and electrical services

from the machine base to both the cooling turret block 32 and

the CoolJetTM /Supercool assembly 42 (to be described below)

mounted on top of the carriers 31a and 31b. These services are

conveyed via flexible conduits 43 from the base 16 to the union

41 so that the supply can be maintained regardless of the

position of the PMC on the machine base 16.

Figure 2 also shows the preform cooling tubes 44 mounted on a

plate 45. There are sufficient tubes 44 for multiple sets of

preforms 2 being molded by the injection unit. In the

illustration there are 32 tubes mounted on plate 45, these

being sufficient for two molding sets produced by an exemplary

16 cavity injection mold. Of course, a set may comprise any

number of tubes greater than or equal to two. Further, there

may be two, three, or more sets of tubes coupled to the plate

A plate 45 is mounted on one side, face A, of the cooling

turret block 32. A second plate 4-8 and corresponding tubes 49

(32 in number) are mounted on the opposed face B of the cooling

block 32. The tubes are arranged in two alternate sets on each

face see Fig. each set matching the pitch of the

injection mold cores. The first set aligning with the mold is

called row 1 and the second set offset from row 1 by an amount

X is called row 2. If sufficient space allows, additional sets

may be provided on each face.

In the present embodiment the total number of tubes on both

sides of the cooling turret block 32 can hold four sets of

parts molded by the injection unit, thus parts can be treated

for four cycles after ejection from the molding turret 11.

Clearly if there is space for additional tubes, an extended

treatment time can be provided. Further, depending on the

design, the parts may be treated for two, three, four, or more

molding cycles. Further, cooling turret block 32 could have
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more than two faces for mounting sets of tubes.

Figure 13 shows an alternate embodiment mounting three such

plates, others mounting four or more are also possible.

Further, there are situations where the parts being molded are

thin enough not to require internal cooling by means of an

inserted cooling tube or external cooling by means of a blower.

In this situation the machine would be configured as shown in

Figure 14 in which the cooling station atop the carriers 31a

and 31b and the blower have been removed.

Figure 2 also shows the CoolJet/Supercool unit 42 mounted above

the cooling turret block 32. The unit is moved vertically by

cylinders 50. The unit may comprise only CoolJetTM blowing

pins, only SuperCoolTM pins for expansion and cooling of the

preforms, or a combination of both types in, for example,

alternate sets to provide a variety of treatment options to the

preforms 2 presented to the unit. The unit includes multiple

cooling pins 51, in a number sufficient to match the

corresponding number of cooling tubes 44 on one face of the

cooling turret block 32. In the preferred embodiment, there

are 32 cooling pins mounted in a matrix matching the

corresponding tubes 44.' The cooling pins 51 are mounted on a

distributor plate 52 that provides pressurized and/or

nonpressurized coolant flow to each cooling pin.

Alternatively, this plate 52 may simply be a plenum,

pressurized by a blower mounted on the unit 42 (not shown). If

pressurized cooling fluid (liquid and/or gas) is supplied to

the distributor plate 52, it is conveyed by a flexible conduit

53 that connects the plate 52 to the services union 41 or an

alternate point on the PMC device 

Figure 1 also shows a blower 60 mounted on the PMC device 

that can direct a flow of air toward the molded parts while

they are still on their cores 70a on the molding turret 11, as

indicated by arrows F. This allows supplementary cooling of

the parts (especially their gate areas) while they are waiting

to be transferred to the PMC device 30. For clarity, the

blower 60 is omitted from the views of the PMC device 30 in

other figures. An alternate embodiment (not shown) mounts one
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or more blowers on the cooling turret block 32 or on the

carriers 31a and 31b such that they are closer to the parts on

the cores onto which they are directing their air flow and from

such a location that optimizes the flow distribution evenly

over the matrix of injection cores on the index block when in

the transfer position, as shown in Figure 1. A further

alternate embodiment (not shown) mounts the blowers on the

machine base and ducts, mounted on the carriers 31a and 31b,

align with the blowers when the PMC device is in the transfer

position, so to direct the flow distribution evenly over the

matrix of injection cores on the index block when in the

transfer position, as shown in Figure 1. While the turrets 11

and 32 are configured for rotary movement, alternative

embodiments include molding and/or cooling plates which may be

moved linearly or curvelinearly with respect to the mold and

the molding/cooling structures, as may be required.

3. The Process

In operation, the Index molding turret block 11 and the mold

cold half 17a are moved to form a closed mold with a hot mold

half 91. A clamp force is applied to the mold via, in the

preferred embodiment, clamp pistons 14 acting through tiebars

13. The mold is filled by the injection unit 21, and after a

hold and cooling time, the mold is opened by moving the molding

turret 11 and the cold half 17a away from the stationary platen

a sufficient distance to clear the rotational arc of the

cores 70a on the molding turret 11. In a two faced turret

system the turret block is rotated through 180 degrees to align

the first set of mold cores 70a carrying the freshly molded

parts thereon with the PMC device cooling tubes 44. The second

set of mold cores 70b are now aligned with the cavity half 91

the mold is closed, and the cycle repeated to make a second set

of parts on the second set of cores 70b. A typical injection

molding cycle time is about 10 seconds.

Meanwhile, the blower 60 directs a cooling flow of air onto the

parts on the cores 70a. Just before the molding cycle taking

place on cores 70b is completed, the PMC device 30 is moved

toward the molding turret 11, and the molded parts on cores 

are transferred from the injection molding turret 11 to row 1
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of the cooling tubes 44 mounted on face A of the cooling turret

block 32 of the PMC device 30. The PMC device 30 is then moved

away from the molding turret 11 a sufficient distance to clear

the rotational arc of the cooling tubes 44 when loaded with

preforms.

The cooling turret block 32 is then rotated through 90 degrees

to align the tubes and their parts vertically with the

CoolJetTM /Supercool unit 42, as shown in Figure 2. This unit

is then moved via cylinders 50 downwards to insert cooling pins

51 into all the preforms in all the tubes 44, and cooling fluid

is ejected from the tubes to cool the interior of the parts.

The interior of the parts may be pressurized and/or the cooling

fluid may be directed to a distal tip of the interior of the

part. Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 3, some of the parts 2 in

the tubes 49 mounted on the opposed face B of the cooling

turret block 32 are ejected beneath the cooling block onto a

conveyor (not shown). The ejected parts have thus been

traveling in the PMC device 30 for four or more molding cycles

depending on the number of cooling tube sets installed on the

PMC and the number of faces utilized to support cooling tubes.

For a 10 second injection molding cycle time the parts will

have been treated in the PMC unit for approximately 40 seconds.

In the preferred embodiment, photo eye sensors (not showni)

mounted on the inboard surfaces of the carriers 31a and 31b and

aligned with reflectors (not shown) mounted on the cooling

turret block 32 faces A and B check to ensure the appropriate

parts 2 have been completely ejected from the cooling tubes and

that any auxiliary ejector bars (not shown) have correctly

retracted prior to rotation of the turret block 32 thereby

ensuring the risk of equipment collision is avoided. An

alternate part removal embodiment is by use of a conventional

robot device (not shown) mounted on the machine base 16 or the

adjacent floor having a take-off plate positioned such that

parts can be transferred to it when the cooling turret block 32

is in the transfer position shown in Figure 1 thereby vacating

the copling tubes slightly earlier in the PMC device cooling

cycle.
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The CoolJetTH/Supercool unit 42 is retracted from its inserted

position, shown in Figure 3, by the cylinders 50 a sufficient

vertical distance to clear the rotational arc of the cooling

tubes 44 and their loaded preforms. The cooling turret block

32 is then rotated 90 degrees to align the vacated tubes with

the next set of freshly molded parts on the mold cores 

The parts are transferred and the sequence continues. When the

next vacated set of tubes occurs that is not aligned with the

injection cores, the cooling turret block 32 is moved axially

by the cylinder 36 (as the turret rotates) to align the vacated

tubes with the next freshly molded parts on the cores 

That is, the cooling turret block 32 is moved axially along an

axis parallel to that of its rotation to present the next set

of cooling tubes to the parts 2 on the turret cores 70a or 

Figure 4 shows an arrow X indicating the axial translation of

the cooling turret block 32, to align the vacant tubes during

the rotary motion of the cooling block, which is indicated by a

rotational arrow R1

Figure 5 shows the freshly molded parts 2 loaded into the

cooling tubes 44. An arrow Y shows the reverse axial

translation of the cooling turret block 32 during the

continuing rotation of the cooling block, which is indicated by

a rotational arrow R2

Figure 6 shows the continuing sequence with the cooling tubes

44 aligned for treatment by the CoolJet /Supercool unit 42.

Note that at each insertion of the pins 51, all the cooling

tubes are loaded with preforms for cooling. Thus, in the

entire PMC cycle, each of the preforms preferably has two or

more treatments from the CoolJetTM/Supercool unit 42. This

ensures that any latent migration of residual heat within the

wall sections of even the thickest parts of the preform is

treated repeatedly, thereby minimizing the opportunity for

recrystallization of the resin to occur. Note that a three-

sided cooling turret block 32 would result in molded parts

being cooled for six molding cycles, and a two-sided cooling

turret block would result in molded parts being cooled for four

molding cycles. Thus, varying the number of faces on the
14
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cooling block will vary the number of injection molding cycles

in which the molded parts can be cooled.

Figure 7 shows the ejection of the parts 2 from alternate rows

of face A while application of CoolJet"M /Supercool treatment is

occurring at face B. The sequence continues as shown in Figure

8 until the parts first loaded into tubes in row 1 face A have

been ejected whereupon the sequence recycles. In the case of

the preferred embodiment, for each complete cycle of the PMC

device 30, four cycles of the injection unit take place. If

additional cooling tubes are provided in the PMC device 

additional molding cycles of the injection unit may be

possible. Note that the ejection of the molded parts 2 may be

accomplished by mechanical means or pneumatic means, as are

well-known in the art.

Figure 9 shows a side view of the PMC device 30 just prior to

insertion of the CoolJetTM/Supercool cooling pins 51. In

Figure 10, the PMC device 30 has rotated to accept the just-

molded preforms 2 into the vacated cooling tubes 49.

For clarification, Figure 11 is a sequence chart showing the

operations occurring at each stage of the injection molding and

cooling cycles. Figures 12a-12y schematically depict the

structure during various phases of the sequence chart. The

sequence chart and schematics will be described with respect to

injection molding cycles, cooling turret cycles, and those

activities that take place in the molding turret 11 and the

cooling turret block 32. The control of the various molding and

movement operations may be performed with one or more general

purpose computers, PCs, processors, application specific

integrated circuits, digital signal processors, hard-wired

circuits, motors, servomotors, stepper motors, pressure

sensors, temperature sensors, etc.

Injection molding cycle 1 begins when the mold halves close,

the clamp is activated, and molten plastic is injected into the

mold and held therein for a predetermined period of time. The

just-molded articles are allowed to cool in the mold for

another predetermined period of time, and the mold halves are
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opened. The molding turret 11 is then moved away from the mold

cavity half and rotated 180 degrees where the cooling fan 

blows cooling air on the just-molded parts. The molding turret

11 immediately moves back toward the mold cavity half, and

injection molding cycle 2 begins, in the meantime the

previously molded parts remain on the cores until just before

the mold is due to open again. The PMC device 30 is moved

toward the molding turret 11 and the parts are transferred to

the cooling turret block 32 immediately prior to the mold being

opened again.

In the cooling turret block 32, the previously-molded parts 2ai

(see Fig. 12a) are loaded into the cooling tubes 44 of row 1 of

face A. The cooling turret block 32 is then moved away from

the molding turret 11 and rotated 90 degrees toward the

CoolJetTM/Supercool unit 42 (see Fig. 12b). The

CoolJetTM/Supercool unit 42 is then moved downward, the cooling

pins 51 are inserted into the preforms 2ai (see Fig. 12 and

the preforms are pressurized and/or cooled (see Fig. 12d).

Note that the cooling pins 51 also cool preforms 2 a2-prior, which

are preforms from a prior molding cycle located in row 2 of

face A (to be described in greater detail below). The preforms

2ai are then vented/blown to complete the cooling engagement,

and the cooling unit 42 is moved upward to disengage the

cooling pins 51 from the preforms 2al. At the same time,

appropriate mechanical and/or pneumatic means are activated to

eject the previously-cooled preforms 2bi-prior (from a prior

injection molding cycle) from the bottom of cooling turret

block 32 (see Fig. 12e). This step occurs approximately midway

through injection molding cycle 3.

After the molded preforms 2b have been ejected from the cooling

turret block 32, it is rotated 90 degrees (see Fig. 12f) to

present the cooling tubes 49 to the molding turret 11. The PMC

device 30 is then moved toward molding turret 11, and

previously molded preforms 2bi are transferred to the cooling

tubes 49 of row 1 of face B (see Fig. 12g). Then, the steps

described above with respect to preforms 2ai (see Figs. 12a-

12f) are repeated for preforms 2bi (see Figs. 12g-121). During

these steps, the preforms 2ai on face A of cooling turret block
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32 continue to cool. Note that in Fig. 12k, it is not the

above-described preform 2ai which is ejected, but the preform
2 a2-prior from a prior injection molding cycle which is ejected

from row 2 of face A. This unloading -step also occurs

approximately midway through injection molding cycle 4.

Notably, after the cooling turret block 32 is rotated 

degrees in Fig. 121, the cooling turret block 32 is moved

axially to present the cooling tubes 44 of row 2 of face A to

the molding turret 11.

After rotating and axially translating the cooling turret block

32, the PMC device 30 is moved toward the molding turret 11,

and preforms 2a2 are transferred to the cooling tubes 44 of row

2 of face A of the cooling turret block (see Fig. 12m).

Thereafter, the same steps as described above with respect to

preforms 2ai (Figs. 12a-12f) are repeated for preforms 2a2 (see

Figs. 12m-12r). Note in Fig 12p that the cooling pins 51 cool

both the preforms 2a2 in row 2 of face A, as well as preforms

2al in row 1 of face A. Thus, the preforms 2ai are cooled

twice by the cooling unit 42. Note also that in Fig. 12q, the

preforms 2b2-prior are ejected-while the preforms 2bi remain in

the cooling turret block 32. This step also occurs

approximately midway through injection molding cycle 

When the cooling turret block 32 has been rotated so that face

B is again presented to molding turret 11, the PMC device is

moved toward the molding turret 11, and preforms 2b2 are

transferred to the cooling tubes 49 of row 2 of the cooling

turret (see Fig. 12s). Note that preforms 2ai, 2a2, and 2bi

remain in the cooling turret block for additional cooling.

Thereafter, the same steps as'described above with respect to

preforms 2bi (Figs. 12g-121) are repeated for preforms 2b 2 (see

Figs. 12s-12x). In Fig. 12w,. preforms 2ai finally ejected from

the cooling turret block 32, during injection molding cycle 6,

more than four cycles after their molding, and after rotating

one and three-quarters times (630 degrees) around the cooling

turret block 32. This extension of the cooling time allows the

preforms 2ai to properly solidify without the crystallization

problems discussed earlier. In Fig. 12x, the cooling turret

block 32 is rotated 90 degrees as well as being moved axially
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to present the cooling tubes 44 of row 1 of face A to the

molding turret 11.

In Fig. 12y, the cooling turret block 32 is in the same

position as that depicted in Fig. 12a, and the next set of

preforms 2al-next are loaded into the cooling tubes 44 of row 1

of face A, and the above-described steps are repeated.

The above-described steps thus provide an optimized embodiment

in which a minimum amount of injection and PMC tooling

components are required in order to produce substantially

defect-free high quality preform parts at a fast production

cycle. Only one cooling station is used and yet two treatment

opportunities are provided to each preform. Note, however,

that additional cooling stations could be provided at any one

or more of the three other positions to which the faces of the

cooling turret block are rotated during the above-described

process.

4. Advantageous Features

Advantageous features according to the preferred embodiments

include:

A PMC cooling turret block with translational motion

preferably along an axis parallel to its axis of rotation.

A PMC unit that provides two or more separate and possibly

different treatment events for each part.

A PMC unit that carries a blower unit for projecting a

stream of cooling air onto the parts positioned on their

cores prior to transfer.

Conclusion

Thus, what has been described is a method and apparatus for

efficiently cooling molded plastic articles, achieving reduced

cycle time and cost.

While the present invention shortens the manufacturing time of

blow molded container preforms generally having circular cross-

sectional shapes perpendicular to the preform axis, those

skilled in the art will realize the invention is equally
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applicable to other molded products possibly with non-circular

cross-sectional shapes, such as, pails, paint cans, tote boxes,

and other similar products requiring a similar general

configuration and mold design characteristics as with the

preform injection mold.

The individual components shown in outline or designated by

blocks in the attached Drawings are all well-known in the

injection molding arts, and their specific construction and

operation are not critical to the operation or best mode for

carrying out the invention.

While the present invention has been described with respect to

what is presently considered to be the preferred embodiments,

it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the

disclosed embodiments. To the contrary, the- invention is

intended to cover various modifications and equivalent

arrangements included within the spirit and scope of the

appended claims. The scope of the following claims is to be

accorded the broadest interpretation so as to encompass all

such modifications and equivalent structures and functions.

All U.S. and foreign patent documents discussed above are

hereby incorporated by reference into the Detailed Description

of the Preferred Embodiment.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A cooling apparatus for cooling a plurality of plastic

articles formed in respective molds of an injection molding

machine during at least two consecutive molding cycles, the

plurality of articles loadable into the apparatus from a

fixed registration position for each mold, the apparatus

comprising:

a) a rotatable cooling turret block having an axis of

rotation and at least:

i) a first plurality of cooling structures configured

to hold, in use, a first plurality of molded articles

formed in a first molding cycle; and

ii) a second plurality of cooling structures

configured to hold, in use, a second plurality of

molded plastic articles formed in a different molding

cycle to the first molding cycle;

b) a drive apparatus coupled to the rotatable cooling

turret block to cause, in use, the rotatable cooling

turret block to rotate about the axis of rotation, the

drive apparatus further configured to cause linear

displacement of the rotatable cooling turret block in a

direction substantially parallel to the axis of

rotation, whereby the_ linear displacement causes the

first plurality of cooling structures and then the

second plurality of cooling structures to be presentable

to and aligned with the fixed registration position for

receipt, in use, of molded articles thereinto.

2. Apparatus according to claim i, further comprising a

complementary cooling station located adjacent said

rotatable cooling turret block, wherein the drive

apparatus, upon causing rotation of the rotatable cooling

turret block, causes the first and second pluralities of

cooling structures to be presented together to the

complementary cooling station.

3. Apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the complementary

AMENDED SHEET
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cooling station is configured to deliver, in use, a flow of

cooling fluid into an interior of molded articles held

within the first and second pluralities of cooling

structures.

4. An injection molding machine, comprising:

in use, a mold cavity half having a plurality of mold

cavities;

in use, a mold core half having a plurality of mold cores

corresponding to said plurality of mold cavities;

mold movement structure for causing relative movement

between said mold cavity half and said mold core half to

cause a plurality of molded articles to be extracted from

said plurality of mold cavities during each of a

plurality of mold cycles;

a cooling device movable with respect to said mold core

half and having a plurality of cooling tubes to hold the

plurality of molded articles extracted from said plurality

of mold cavities; and

drive apparatus coupled to said cooling device and

configured to provide rotatary and axial movement of said
cooling device to maintain the plurality of molded articles

in said plurality of cooling tubes for a time period

exceeding two of the mold cycles.

An injection molding machine according to Claim 4, wherein

said drive apparatus moves said cooling device in a rotary

direction and in a direction parallel to an axis of the

rotary motion.

6. An injection molding machine according to Claim 5, wherein

said cooling device has a first row of cooling tubes and an
adjacent second row of cooling tubes, and wherein said

21
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drive apparatus moves said cooling device such that the
first plurality of cooling tubes receives a first plurality
of molded articles from said mold core half in a first mold
cycle, and (ii) the second plurality of cooling tubes
receives a second plurality of molded articles from said
mold core half in a first mold cycle, said cooling-device
movement structure moving said cooling device in the
direction parallel to the axis of the rotary motion between
the first and second mold cycles.

7. An injection molding machine according to Claim 6, wherein
said drive apparatus moves said cooling device in a rotary
direction for more than 360 degrees while the first
plurality of cooling tubes holds the first plurality of
molded articles.

8. An injection molding machine according to Claim 7,further
comprising a blower configured to blow cooling air onto the
first plurality of molded articles before they are received
in said first plurality of cooling tubes.

9. An injection molding machine according to Claim 8, further
comprising a cooling station disposed adjacent said cooling
device and configured to supply cooling fluid to- an
interior of said first plurality of molded articles after
said drive apparatus rotates said cooling device in a
direction away from said mold core half.

An injection molding machine according to Claim 9, further
comprising cooling station movement structure configured to
cause relative movement between said cooling device and
said cooling station.

11. A drive apparatus for use in moving a cooling apparatus
relative to an injection molding machine portion of an
injection molding machine, said drive comprising:

linear' movement structure configured to cause the cooling
turret and the plastic injection molding machine portion

22
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to move relatively toward and away from each other;

rotary movement structure configured to cause relative

rotational movement between the cooling turret and the

plastic injection molding machine portion; and

axial movement structure configured to cause relative axial

movement between the cooling turret and the plastic

injection molding machine portion.

12. Apparatus according to Claim 11, further comprising a
cooling turret having first and second interleaved rows of

cooling tubes disposed on each of two cooling turret faces,
and wherein said axial movement structure moves the cooling

turret to alternately present the first and second

interleaved rows of cooling tubes disposed on each of the
two cooling turret faces to a row of mold cores on the

molding machine portion.

13. Apparatus according to Claim 12, further comprising a
cooling station having a plurality of cooling structures

which respectively correspond to both the first and second

rows of cooling tubes, and wherein said rotary movement

structure rotates the cooling turret to present the first
and second rows of cooling tubes to the plurality of cooling

-structures.

14. Cooling apparatus for use in an injection molding machine

having a plurality of mold cores disposed in at least one
row, said cooling apparatus comprising:

a post mold cooling device moveable with respect to the

plurality of mold cores;

a rotatable cooling turret coupled to said post mold

cooling device and having two faces, each face having at

least first and second rows of cooling tubes;

a cooling station coupled to said post mold cooling device

and having a plurality of cooling probes configured to
project a cooling fluid to an interior of molded articles

23
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inside both the first and second rows of cooling tubes of

one of the faces of said cooling turret; and

a drive apparatus;

said drive apparatus including a first movement structure

configured to cause said post mold cooling device to move

toward and away from the plurality of mold cores;

said drive apparatus including a second movement structure

configured to cause said cooling station to move toward and

away from said cooling turret;

said drive apparatus including a third movement structure

configured to cause said cooling turret to rotate to
alternately present the first and second cooling turret

faces to said cooling station; and

said drive apparatus including a fourth movement structure

configured to cause said cooling turret to move axially

with respect to its axis of rotation to alternately present

the first row of cooling tubes and then the second rows of
cooling tubes of a cooling turret face to the row of mold

cores.

A method of moving a-drive apparatus coupled to a cooling

apparatus for receiving and cooling a row of -molded

articles in a cooling apparatus of an injection molding

machine, comprising the steps of:

transferring the row of molded articles to a first row of

cooling tubes disposed on a cooling apparatus;

said drive apparatus providing rotary movement to said

cooling apparatus for moving said articles between

stations; and

said drive apparatus providing axial movement to said

cooling apparatus for positioning said cooling apparatus

24
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for receiving another row of said articles.

,I 16. A cooling apparatus for cooling a plurality of plastic articles, said

cooling apparatus being substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to Figs 1 to

12; Fig 13; or Fig 14 of the accompanying drawings.

17. An injection molding machine substantially as hereinbefore described

with reference to Figs 1 to 12; Fig 13; or Fig 14 of the accompanying drawings.

00
00

10 18. A drive apparatus for use in moving a cooling apparatus relative to an(-i
Cc injection molding machine portion of an injection molding machine, said drive apparatus

being substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to Figs 1 to 12; Fig 13; or Fig

14 of the accompanying drawings.

19. Cooling apparatus for use in an injection molding machine having a

plurality of mold cores disposed in at least one row, said cooling apparatus being

substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to Figs 1 to 12; Fig 13; or Fig 14 of

the accompanying drawings.

20. A method of moving a drive apparatus coupled to a cooling apparatus

for receiving and cooling a row of molded articles in a cooling apparatus of an injection

molding machine, said method being substantially as hereinbefore described with

reference to Figs 1 to 12; Fig 13; or Fig 14 of the accompanying drawings.

Dated 29 May, 2006
Husky Injection Molding Systems Ltd.

Patent Attorneys for the Applicant/Nominated Person

SPRUSON FERGUSON
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SEQUENCE CHART for Preferred Configuration

Injection Molding
Cycle I

Injection Molding
Cycle 2

Injection Molding
Cycle 3

Injection Molding
Cycle 4

Injection Molding
Cycle 5

Injection Molding
Cycle 6

Molding
Turret

Activity

(PMC)

Cooling
Turret

Activity

Mold Close 
Clamp up 
Ilnjectandhold 

Mold open 
Rotate 180 
Fan Blow
Eject/transfer to PMC PE i,Cooling Turret Cycle 

44 Ii 1 I 

Load tubes face A row 1 t II

Translate away from turret I I I

Rotate 9Q f
Engage Cooling Unit (Face A row 1 
Pressurize andlor cool 

Ve t4lo Vent/blow- 
Disenqaqe Cooling Unit, unloaded bottom (Face B row 1- 
Rotate90° 
Translate towards turret 

Load tubes face B row 1 iI i 

Translate away from turret I

Rotate 90° 
Engage Cooling Unit (Face A row 1 
Pressurize and/or cool 
Vent/blow !iI I I II

Disengage Cooling Unit, unloaded bottom (Face B row 1) 4

Rotate 
Translate towards turret 

4 4 

Y
To Fig. 11bTime (seconds)

FIG. 11a



SEQUENCE CHART for Preferred Configuration
0

Injection Molding Injection Molding Injection Molding Injection Molding Injection Molding Injection Molding
Cyclel1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 4 Cycle 5 Cycle 6

From Fig. 11a

Load tubes face Arow 2 Li
(pMC) Translate away from turret 4

Rotate 90andmove axially back to rowl 
Engage Cooling Unit (Face A row I 2) 
Pressurize and/Ior cool 

Coling Ventlblow Turret Disengage Cooling Unit, unloaded bottom (Face B row 2) 
Activity Rotate 900 and move axially back to row 2 

Translate towards 

load tubes face B row 2 t

.Translate away from turret and move axially back to row I
Rotate 9011
.Engage Cooling Unit (Face A row I 2)
Pressurize and/Ior cool
Ventlblow
Disengage Cooling Unit, unloaded bottom (Face B row 2)
Rotate 900
Translate towards turret

Time (seconds) 102 04
012340 

FIG. 11b
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